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We would like to kindly ask you to comply with the following requirements:
Please use one spelling system for the entire paper: either British or American.
Text volume: The entire text should not be longer than 6 pages (including
References).
Technical requirements:








file type: .doc or .docx
font type: Arial
font size:
o title 16 pt,
o main text 12 pt,
all margins: 2.5 cm
justified text
line space: 1.5

Please do not use spaces to justify the text nor to move single letters to the next line.
Please do not number the pages. Footnotes should be used only for sharing remarks
and thoughts with the readers, not for citing references. Try not to overuse footnotes.
Author’s first and last name should be written in the upper left corner in bold letters
(Arial, 12 pt). Please state your affiliation and country underneath.
The title of the review should include all bibliographic data of the reviewed
publication, i.e. author’s or editor’s/editors’ first and last names (in case of edited
volumes – put the abbreviation eds. in the round brackets after the editors’ names),
the year of publication, its title, place of publication, publishing house, and number of
pages. If the work was published as a part of series, please state the title of the
series after the title of the reviewed publication.
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The main text:
Please add a 6-point space to separate the sections. Do not use any indentations.
Do not hyphenate words.
The review should include the following:




a short description of the structure of the reviewed publication;
the place of the publication within a given scholarly paradigm (stating which
school/tradition it represents);
a comprehensive discussion of the issues presented in the publication; and an
explicit evaluation of the publication.
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